
The Fields are White! 
    

(Editor's Note: Today we have a guest speaker for our auditorium class and for the sermon time during our AM Worship.
Justin Hopkins, his lovely wife Leah, and two of their three sons (Josiah & Jonathan) are visiting with us so Justin can
inform us about the foreign evangelistic work he is involved with in Africa. Justin has a unique plan for carrying the Gospel
into certain villages in Africa and helping the Lord's church in those areas to mature into a self-sustaining work for the Lord. I
asked Justin to also do a guest editorial about evangelism in today's Oracle. Read & enjoy some good writing for a change!)

Right now there are roughly seven billion souls on the face of this globe, but only about 2 million
Christians. Over 300 million of those souls reside in America, of which only 1.5 million are Christians.
In Texas, which is reportedly the state with more Christians than any other US state, only 2.24 percent
of residents are New Testament Christians (www.adherents.com).

As servants of the Most High God, we have our work cut out for us to be sure! The culture in which we
live is one that looks down upon evangelism. Freedom of religion has mutated to become freedom from
religion. We all feel the pressures of society which speak very clearly, “you can have your religion, just
don't try to talk about it!” Those who share their faith are often viewed on par with telemarketers.
Because we feel this pressure to remain silent, we tend to become paralyzed with fear; fear of rejection,
fear of ridicule, fear of damaging relationships, fear of looking foolish.

Maybe we are also paralyzed by fear because we feel that we don't know what to do or say. What if I
am asked a question I cannot answer? What if I say the wrong thing? I am reminded of something I was
taught  in  a  CPR class  a  few years  ago.  The instructor,  a  career  firefighter,  was rather  pointed  in
addressing the concerns of those who might not do CPR because of a fear that they might harm the
victim. He said,  "When CPR is needed,  the victim is  basically dead.  If  you do nothing, they will
probably die before the EMS arrives. If you perform CPR, you might break some bones and cause
some bruising, but what harm have you really done? If they die it won't matter that they have a few
broken ribs.” The point here was of course that if the victim died, it should be in spite of your best
efforts

 As we perform the work of our Master, “to seek and to save that which is lost” (Luke 19:10), we must
realize the vital role that we play. We are surrounded by souls who are dying, and will die if we remain
inactive (Ezekiel 3:18). It is true that if we speak up and share the Gospel, we will suffer persecution,
some will be offended, and some will not obey, but some will be rescued from certain death. Those
who perish in their sins should do so in spite of our best efforts, having heard from our lips the Word of
Life.

 – Justin A. Hopkins
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